Localization of genes encoding egg modifiers of paternal genome function to mouse chromosomes one and two.
It is now well established that genomic imprinting effects in mammals require a combination of epigenetic modifications imposed during gametogenesis and additional modifications imposed after fertilization. The earliest post-fertilization modifications to be imposed on the genome are those thought to be mediated by factors in the egg cytoplasm. Strain-dependent differences in the actions of these egg modifiers in mice reveal an important potential for genetic variability in the imprinting process, and also provide valuable genetic systems with which to identify some of the factors that participate in imprinting. Previous studies documented a strain-dependent difference in the modification of paternal genome function between the C57BL/6 and DBA/2 mouse strains. This difference is revealed as a difference in developmental potential of androgenetic embryos produced with eggs from females of the two strains by nuclear transplantation. The specificity of the effect for the paternal genome is consistent with an effect on imprinted genes. The egg phenotype is largely independent of the genotype of the fertilizing sperm, and the C57BL/6 phenotype is dominant in reciprocal F1 hybrids. Genetic studies demonstrated that the difference in egg phenotypes between the two strains is most likely controlled by two independently segregating loci. We now report the results of experiments in which the egg phenotypes of the available BxD recombinant inbred mouse strains have been determined. The results of the analysis are consistent with the two locus model, and we have identified candidate chromosomal locations for the two loci. These data demonstrate clearly that differences in how the egg cytoplasm modifies the incoming paternal genome are indeed genetically determined, and vary accordingly.